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30 Years Ago
from Joe C. Peare
The Texas Caver issue of November 1955 conLainffl
a warning about the imminent start of deer season,
report on a combined meeting of the University or Tex~
and Balcones grottos, notes on an ultraviolet f1 ashhgh~,
and trip reports for T Cave, Station C Cave and Jacob'.
Well and a planned journey to Dunbar Cave.
Things haven't changed muc h in 30 years. On th
back cover, editor Joe C. Pearce published a plea (0
cavers to submit trip reports and articles. It cosL on
dollar to receive 12 TC issues per year.
.
Bill Helmer, now an editor with P layboy mag azml
sketched the cover drawing. Four chapters or groUr
were active in Texas: UT, Balcones, the Dallas Group
and St. Mary's University in San Antonio.
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FEATURE ARTICLES
OLD TIMERS 1985
by Jay Jorden & Rob Kolstad
The rushing waters of the Guadalu[)e River provided the setting for
t.it ,. 'sagas, silliness, suds, and sunbath ing of the Texas Old Timers
Reun ion at New Braunfels. About
2;)() c;\ vcrs from around the state eHn old friends from California,
Ivlcxiw, and who knows where else coI1'. 2rged for the Eighth Annual
TOTH, which featured Ch ewbacca
tli p Cave r running the Speleolympics
a la S ta r Wars style, the now tradition) pig-roasting and journeys to
ar ~ :~

caves.

\Vhat? Caving at OTR? Amid
th e ofte n-frenzied schedule of events
- inJ uding a full-blown Speleolympi c." "o urse; contests of rope- and
laddd-climbing,
carbide-changing,
bcer-drinking and rope-tying skill;
sl id :~ shows; partying and tale- and
li c- ;;wapping - there was still time at
iodd ~o ments f?r some to go caving,
I
l he oldtlmer-who-tra~eled-the
ifart Il"st award was a close tIe among
!legf'nda ry Inside Earth found er Frank
Bi nw:y, just in from Saudi Arabia;
spei ' 0mec hanic Bob Lloyd, now of
!llcxl\,);
speleocinematographer
ErJi f ~'l O Garza of Los Angeles; and
Bill Liebman of California. A Louisian a cave r even arrived at Texas
Can()c Tr ai ls. Also in attendance
w a~ Jack Burch , manager of Caverns
of Sonora,

Speleovendors Bob & Bob,
Speleoshoppe, and Mike Walsh 's
Mexicana Imports were on hand to
keep old timers well-provisioned in
gear, carbide, and clothing ,
The water-oriented Speleolympics proved an interesting challenge,
not only because of its uphill mud
climb and beer-can studded squeeze
but also the myriads of canoeists who
landed along the banks at the contest
site, creating a sort of traffic jam at
times,
Charlie
Loving ,
alias
Chewbacca, had the slowest but most
stylish time with over 4 minutes ,
scaring the locals and some cavers
with his disguise .
Many
conventioneers
comment.ed that the food this year was
among the best consumed in any
TOTR because of its variety, consistency, and abundance. Cooks,
many of whom received awards for
their culinary prowess, wandered up
and down the line of chow hounds
waiting to eat while handing out

The oldtimer-who-traveled-the-farthest

samplings of their foodstuffs,
An ice cream truck even magically appeared following supper for
the benefit of all who had not stuffed
themselves to the gills at the barbecue, which featured turkey , pork,
chicken, fajitas, and even ceviche,
Brew was in no short supply at
the affair; some even remained following the beer-chugging contest artfully refereed by Texas Caver Managing Editor Rob K~lstad, What cervezas the contestants did not ingest,
they were instructed to pour on their
heads afterward, Needless to say, the
hops , malt , and barley flowed ,
(Editor 's Note: See related article),
Some of the hottest saunas in
recent memory baked oldtimers
lobster-style on Friday and Saturday
night, followed by chilling but
refreshing plunges into the river and
long, leisurely soaks in the hot tub
provided, as usual , by the industrious
Peter Strickland and crew. Peter, in
a tradition begun years ago, provided
convenient slide viewing both for
tubbers and for others seated opposite the huge twin outdoor screens,
We could have stayed all night '"
and in fact some did .
The awards ceremonies and
door-prize drawing on Saturday
night was enhanced with the addition
of a superb sound system assembled
and engineered by Kolstad and Terry
Holsinger, Strickland also assembled
floodlights for the stage in front of
the slide screens for viewers' enjoyment, Music from the 60's and 70's
accompanied the slides into the wee
hours of the morning .
At nighttime, with God 's little
lanterns winking on and off up in the
heavens , and God's yellow moon
glowing in the cool, clear evenings,
and a breeze playing in the tree
branches where crickets hummed
along, we couldn't imagine that it
ever gets any better than this.
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TOTRAwards
by Jay Jorden
Grottos across the Lone Star State recognized three
cavers at the Old Timers Reunion this year for their
enthusiasm and interest in caving by presenting them
the Chuck Stuehm Memorial Award.
The winners were Blair Stone of the Aggie Speleological Society and Bexar Grotto, San Antonio; Astrid
Jeffries, University of Texas Grotto; and William Lively
from Austin.
Ms. Stone, 18, has been caving in San Antonio for
about 1'" years. She was secretary for the Bexar Grotto
until this semester's move to Texas A&M to pursue an
architecture degree. She has since joined the A .S.S.
"It's just basically a way of letting you know that
your grotto and the TSA appreciate your enthusiasm
and everything," said Mike Walsh, a TOTR founder and
chairman of the TSA conservation committee.
The winners received OTR T-shirts, a subscription
to the Texas Caver, and membership in the Texas
Speleological Association .
The award was created in 1980 in memory of Raymond "Chuck" Stuehm, a San Antonian who caved with
the San Antonio Grotto and, later, the Alamo Area
Chapter. He was instrumental in forming the first Texas
cave rescue network. Organization was his specialty: he
aided in the formation of TOTR, the first Texas Cave
Manager's Conference, and forming the San Antonio
Grotto .
The award recognizes those who have been caving
less than two years and show an unusual enthusiasm and
interest in caving and all its aspects.
"Actually, Chuck was fairly influential in starting
the Old Timers," said Gill Ediger of Austin. "When I
came back from Virginia and thought that it was a good
idea, and would help the TSA out, which was kind of
flailing about at the time, and Mike Walsh, Chuck and I
kind of got together and got some other people to do
some things ."
He said the first Old Timers' at Luckenbach, including a band and a dance, was attended by about 80 people. " Since then, things have progressed. Last year , we
had 350 people. This year, we have somewhere in the
range of 250 people altogether here ."
The award for major contributions in Texas speleology, the Texas Old Timers' Award, was presented to
George Veni, NSS 17322RF, of Bowling Green, Ky.
"This is something we give to people who have done
a lot of work and a lot of good for Texas and Texas caving over the years," said Walsh. "Now, it's not necessary
that you've been around for 100 years. Some of the other
people who've won this have been here for 10, 15, 20
years. "
"But we want to give our major award this year to
a caver who hasn't been around but about five or six
years, actively caving, as far as TSA, but we feel that he
did a lot to change the course of the TSA with his hard-

driving caving, his exploring new caves, pushing water
siphons where no one else would go, leading the TSA as
chairman for a couple of years, and really getting it all
together," Walsh said.
Veni could not be present to receive the award.
Cooks who assembled a marvelous barbeque dinner
on Saturday, including a variety of meats and salads
received recognition for their efforts through a series or
awards. "These are awards for the cooks that we do
every year," said Charlie Loving of Round Rock, who
has been chairman and co-chairman of the cooks' effort

....
CllarlJe LovIng Judging dlnner

I

for 3-4 years. "Every year, the cooks that come out here
are mostly old-timer cavers. Some of them, you would
never believe that they would have ever gotten into a
cave. But most of them have gone into at least one
Texas cave, and most of them have been into quite a few
Mexican caves . ... "
The recipients included T .R. Evans, turkey cooking;
and William David Bell m, Tim Cook award . Loving
explained the award was "because Tim Cook didn't
show up again, and he always says that he is going to
cook the best of whatever it is ... "
Others included Robert Burnett, the Black Bean
Award; and Tom White, the Assistant to James Strick·
land Award. Loving said Strickland will be the head
cook next year.
Also, James Strickland, Next Year's Chairman
Award (Loving says, "He is going to organize this to
make it better than this year"); Tom Byrd, Standby
Award ("for having been here and prepared to cook it
we needed him"); Ron Ralph, For Being A Good Guy
Award; Susan Subie, Financial Wizard Award; Peggy
Jennings, Cole Slaw Award; Clark Santos, Most Yuppie
Dish Award (for ceviche); Ed Guynn, Most Exciting
Award; Dorothy of Houston for the Chopping (Veget.
abies) Award; Angie Martinez; and Charlie Jennings.
Under the superlatives category, Guynn received the
Best of Show award for the third year in a row for roas~
ing a pig; Duncan Muir received the Best Helper Award;
Charlie Jennings, Best Ribs; Noble Dunson, second pl~ce
for Chicken; and Loving, All Around Best Cookwg
Award Maker Award.
"Well, I thank you again for the third time,or l
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three years in a row," said Guynn. "But I couldn't have
done the pig without lots and lots of help from guys in
the paSt, good friends of mine, who have cooked pigs
many times before and really prepared for a long, hard
day ... "
Dave Moriarty and Loving judged the cooks on
sev eral criteria. The competition is held yearly among
TOTR cooks, Loving said. He admitted he had trouble
reading the award certificates because he had lost his
glasses in the river and "couldn't see two feet."
Loving, who received the Booby Prize last year for
neglec ting to bring enough beer, kept the 50-pound prize
again for the 9th Annual TOTR. He failed to show up
at a cook's meeting that he called.
Other nominees for the prize were Ms. Martinez, for
expeditious answering of the phone and providing soft
dri nks and iced tea; Dunson , for getting to TOTR late
with the cooker; Tim Cook, for not showing up and
sending Bill Bell in his place; and Ron Fieseler, for
bringing his dog.
Loving asked for volunteers to participate 10
preparing dinner for next year's Old Timers.
"Everybody tries to cook something that is better
th an the other person's," he said. "We all try to keep it

Joe B!n PrulII wakIles Joe GlddeD8
rrreling

m. nny HoIs\n&!!r.

IIId Bruce BIIcer al lhe SPR

really different. We don 't know if everybody likes that or
not, but we keep doing it."
Bob Gross of Handy-Dan Ice, who became a caver,
made one of the donations to TOTR.
" The cooks would like to throw out a challenge to
all the people out there in West Texas, Carl Kunath and
his folks ," Loving said. "That we don 't think they can
cook '" but we don't think Kunath and the San Angelo
guys and the Abilene guys can cook anything."
Loving recognized Gil Ediger for his work at
!OTR. "One of the things about this thing that makes
It work is Gill," he said. "We've got to admit that if it
weren't for Gill Ediger, this thing probably would never
get off the ground."
Ediger said he welcomed participation in planning
and organizing TOTR next year. He said he was looking

for a person or persons to run the event next year.
"I haven't resigned," Ediger said. "I just would like
for other people to get real involved . If you think you
have something to contribute and would like to be a
major part of it, and have some fresh ideas, I'd like to
hear from you .. .. I would like to see some younger people participate, and get some new and fresh ideas out
here. "
He said a guidebook to OTR will be completed
soon.

Southern Plains Region
by Jay Jorden
The newest regIOn of the National Speleological
Society held its first annual fall convention in the
Arbuckle Mountain region of Oklahoma. Cavers from
four plains states centering around the Ogallala Aquifer
attended for surveying, caving, a mock rescue,
ratification of a constitution and election of officers.
A surprise for the regional, the visit by a fastmoving squall line from the west, did not dampen spirits
of conventioneers. The downpour that lasted throughout
Saturday night of the regional gave added realism to the
mock rescue and only forced the business meeting on
Sunday inside a pavilion at the Black Sulphur Springs
Campground of Chicasaw National Recreation Area.
About 40 cavers from Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas
and Arkansas who attended the business portion of the
regional elected Bruce Baker of Oklahoma chairman.
Other officers are Terry Holsinger of Dallas-Fort Worth
Grotto, vice chairman; and Joe Giddens of DFW,
secretary-treasurer.
Two members of the Arbuckle Mountain Grotto at
Ardmore, Okla. - Dennis Thompson and Joe Ben Pruitt
- led one group of cavers to Hardrock Cave for
Saturday's activities. Other cavers went to Wild Woman
Cave, where two teams surveyed passages. One group,
led by Holsinger and including Ryan Begley, surveyed
"Ryan's Hope." The other team of John Brooks and Jay
Jorden surveyed the Wet and Wild Wormtubes off Jim's
Passage to their terminus at a siphon.
Other members of the region - formed to further
the discovery, exploration, survey, scientific study and
conservation of caves in the area centering on Kansas,
Oklahoma and North Texas - explored and took photographs in Wild Woman and other caves of Murray
County .
A cheery bonfire awaited conventioneers on Saturday evening, and many exchanged tales and tidbits from
their respective states until the first raindrops fell. They
quickly became a steady downpour as Fanette Begley of
Nocona, Texas reported back to camp with the news
that her son, Ryan , had fallen in Rock Bridge Cave
nearby and been injured.
Thompson became a one-man "bash" team sent to
survey the situation. He found Ryan, lying on his back
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upon a slope, with an injured left leg and sharp pains in
his back and neck. Ryan also complained of the following "symptoms": weak pulse, disorientation and blurred
VISIon. His eyes did not respond equally to dilation
through strong light. Thompson and Fanette, having
limited supplies on hand improvised the use of a heavy
plastic bag as a covering to prevent loss of body heat
and Thompson summoned more aid and a Stokes litter.
Presently, Baker, Brooks, Holsinger, Scott Pannell
and others arrived with the stretcher and began some
on-scene " treatment" and patient packaging in the
litter. Ryan was evacuated from the " injury" site within
approximately 45 minutes of the mock rescue's beginnmg.
The following day, some rescue considerations and
organizational aspects of the National Cave Rescue Commission were discussed and a more ambitious mock rescue was planned for the spring. The Tulsa Grotto proposed holding the spring regional at Upper Spavinaw
Campground on Lake Eucha in Delaware County, Okla.
The date for the next regional will be sometime in
April or May . During the board of governors meeting,
region dues were set at $4, which will include a small
newsletter . Holsinger volunteered to edit the newsletter
with the help of the DFW Grotto.
A breakfast meeting at the Arbuckle Cafe and luncheon at a pizza parlor in Sulphur topped off the
regional, and all departed for their various states.

West Virginia OTR
by Sheila Knight and Jay Jorden
The ingredients: the tree-covered, spring-fed Potomac Highlands in the heart of West Virginia with its
high mountains and deep caves, more than 1,500 cavers,
about 26 kegs of beer and three to four days to kill.
Result: one heck of a party called the 36th annual Old
Timers Reunion . The theme for this year's shindig, however, had a more serious note than in past years. There
was actually work to be done as well as partying. The
Robertson Association, formed in 1977 to establish and
manage a fund into which any excess proceeds from
OTRs would be placed, purchased 24 .05 acres of prime
farming bottomland adjacent to the Tygart River, about
10 miles south of Elkins, W . Va. on Route 219 . Historically, all the OTRs had been held at campgrounds like
this year's site, The Alpine Lodge and campground .
Imagine, a caving organization sworn to merrymaking , purchasing its festival site outright! The Robertson Association (TRA) purchased the land for $30,000
using an accumulated fund of $25 ,000 plus an eight-year
loan from the National Speleological Foundation for
$20,000. On the weekend of the reunion , Chuck Hempel
and other TRA trustees scheduled work projects at the
site, which is tentatively planned to host the 1986 OTR.
Dozens of cavers descended upon the land with hammers
and other tools and roofed a 40- by 100-foot pavilion

that will be used for dances, meetings, and other enter.
tainment.
Still, there was plenty of relaxing and socializing to
be done at OTR. All the big business speleovendors were
there with their wares and Kelly "Deacon" Deem ran a
speleoauction and sold neat old carbide lamps and
miners' lights.
The kegs were tapped Friday, Aug. 29, but the par.
tying was already in high gear by that time. The Texas
contingent camped near the large banner proclaiming the
whereabouts of the "Buzz City Grotto, " a loosely associ.
ated group of beer-chuggers who meet for a grotto meet,.
ing only once each year - at OTR. Their cars were
already piled high with beer cans and liquor bottles by
early Friday.
For those sober enough to enjoy the chilly late sum·
mer nights and refreshing West Virginia sun, tubing
down the Shavers Fork of the Cheat River, volleyball, a
5K fun run, hot tub , and sauna.
Gawd, that river water was cold afterward! Some
brave souls, however, spent most of OTR in it. Others
participated in the traditional Speleolypmics with verti·
cal contest, survey contest, speleo-obstacle course, lamp
assembly and beer-drinking contest. New were the sleeping bag contest, cave quiz, and kiddie olympics.
Some old and dear friends again showed up this
year. They had generously saved the Texans some camping space in a campground that was filled to capacity
with 4-by-4's and tents .
Folks have been getting to OTR earlier and earlier
every year and roping off camping areas for their grottos
and friends because of the often-crowded conditions. It
was true again this year. It seemed like every grotto had
its own pavilion erected and banner Hying overhead.
The featured entertainment, the Holly Garber
Band, had a new supply of caver hits, including " She's a
New Waver Caver" with unprintable lyrics. Maureen
Handler, formerly of Austin, Texas, was the New Waver
Caver of honor. As usual , Holly rocked the socks off the
OTR crowd. Sheila made her appearance as belly dancer
of honor and became a stage hit. She was accompanied
by a certain Middle Eastern sheik, appropriately called
Sheik Yer Booty.
On Sunday night, a guest disc jockey played some
of the classic rock 'n roll tunes for the assembled multi·
tude. Both nights , some folks stayed up long enough to
greet the dawn.
Some notables at the OTR included NSS President
Paul Stevens, National Cave Rescue Commission
National Coordinator Don Paquette, and NSS
Secretary-Treasurer Tom Rea. Also present was the
Internal
Organizations
committee
chair, Evelyn
Bradshaw.
As every year, the West Virginia OTR showed that
most cavers can party as well as they can cave. The 36th
was no exception.

---------------------------------------------
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TSA Logo Fund

TSA BOG Minutes
submitted by Johanna Reece

Minutes of the Board of Governors Meeting of
the Texas Speleological Association held at the Eighth
Annual Old Timers Reunion at New Braunfels, Texas on
May 22, 1985.
About 50 people attended the meeting. Officers
present: Andy Grubbs , chairman; Mike Warton, ViCech airman; Johanna Reece, secretary-treasurer.

Jay Jorden reported the fund has about $350.00
in an interest bearing account. He said he needed
a consensus from the membership on whether to
print window decals using the new logo. He said
commercial prices have been on the high side - in
excess of $1 per decal - but he could do them
more cheaply as long as the job was not an
involved one - meaning more than one- or twocolor. He said that patches yet remained from the
last order and no new order was needed immediately.

I. Minutes from previous BOG meeting at the TSA

Convention at Inner Space Cavern were read and
approved with one amendment by Mike Walsh .
He pointed out that a "public relations" committee was formed to serve as liaison with the Texas
Parks and Wildlife Department. Linda Palit of
San Antonio moved to approve the minutes as
amended .

PR Committee for Parks and Wildlife
Mike Walsh said the committee was created in
Georgetown for checking into the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department's purchase of Devil's

II. Financial Report: 5/15/85 - 9/18/85
Bank balance, Sept. 15:

$2,770.69
1,525.00
1,375.31
$149.59

TSA Convention
Expenses
Net Profit
Texas Caver

New memberships, renewals
$837.00
(figures do not reflect expenses of upcoming
Caver issues)

III. Committee Reports
Appreciation Plaque
Mike Warton reported that allotment of money
for appreciation plaque for Jim Brummett,
manager of Inner Space, on target. Mike Walsh
had the plaque made, and Warton delivered it to
Jim and his wife, Ann . He said both were
surprised but very appreciative. He said the "end
result was that we restored very good relations
with the Inner Space people, and I think it was a
very worthwhile deal, because I think they are a
valuable asset to the TSA."

MIke walsb

~

the IIlBS BOG

in 0 e, orman aIls and ot er caves. e said
TPWD wanted to create a cave task force and
wanted the TSA's participation and aid in writing
a cave management policy. The department asked
the committee to draft a letter and send it to
Charles Travis, TPWD executive director. The
TSA executive council authorized Walsh to draft
the letter to the department, offering TSA's services. The letter was accepted , and the
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department wrote back that it would be very
happy to get the help. Walsh said he wanted to
chair the committee and moved that the TSA
enter into an agreement to work with TPWD.

with blasting and tunneling equipment. He said
that he was out of Texas cave rescue decals listing
the statewide phone number.

Screen Committee
Nonprofit Status
Brian Burton, chair of the ad hoc committee, said
that final paperwork is being readied for
submission to the Internal Revenue Service to
obtain nonprofit status for TSA. Burton said the
illS has issued an employer identification number
to TSA. The illS identifies nonprofit status
through the number, which may be used for classifying charitable donations. He said he needed
signatures from TSA officers on paperwork to be
submitted. He said he needs a list of grottos which
desire to claim the status in bulk mailing permits,
etc. He said that a letter would state that the
applicable grottos are suborganizations of TSA
and they are entitled to nonprofit status. Bill
Russell pointed out that at one time, illS required
that bylaws state that in the event of a nonprofit
organization's dissolution, its resources would go
to other charitable groups. It was agreed that if
that was necessary, grottos and/or the NSS and
AMCS would receive the funds. Burton said that
he would mail the forms within one week and
approval should take about six weeks. Burton said
a letter from the illS was required for the cheaper
mailing permit. Burton was commended for bringing the quest for nonprofit status to a conclusion .

Rob Kolstad and Jay Jorden said that largeformat reflective screen prices were averaging
about $3 .75 per square foot or about $400 to $500

J7J3 Jorden showing what you gel (or '26

for the size screen the BOG was seeking at the
TSA Convention. The ad hoc committee needed
guidance on how much money could be spent in a
suitable screen.

IV. Old Business
PR Committee for TPWD Liaison

Publications Committee
No formal report was given, since John Spence
pointed out that he had resigned as chair and that
Joe Muston, the new chair, was not present for a
report. But Spence said that a number of back
copies of the Texas Gaver were still for sale, and
that storage was a problem. About 75 people have
resubscribed to the publication.

Safety & Techniques Committee
Bob Cowell of San Antonio said he needs more
names for the TSA rescue list. He said that
Oklahoma residents took 25 information forms to
fill out but have not yet returned them. He also
said a pyramid call-down list will not work in
Texas. He added that Jay Jorden has been
appointed Texas Coordinator for the National
Cave Rescue Commission. Both agreed that a
mock rescue and training seminar is needed for
the spring BOG . Cowell said he had received a
phone call from M<:xican government officials during TOTR seeking (;averll' aid in rescue efforts in
earthquake-t.orn M~xi(X) C it,y . He said the Mexican
government, thought, c;J.verg might have expertise

Walsh moved to be confirmed as committee chair
on a year-to-year basis. The motion was seconded
and carried. Walsh then moved to offer the TSNs
services to the TPWD: "We believe the goals of
the TSA are compatible to Parks and Wildlife
Department goals to inventory and protect cave
resources. We believe our experience to be an
invaluable aid to the department in preparing a
master plan and that our input will not only
make their job easier but also contribute to more
meaningful parks for the general public. Therefore, I resolve that the Texas Speleological Association officially offer our cooperation and services
to the Parks and Wildlife Department on a long·
term basis."
Russell said the motion sounded wordy. But
Spence said general phraseology was sufficient,
and Grubbs said the state is used to wordy
language.
The motion was seconded and
approved unanimously. Mike said a meeting was
scheduled after the BOG on the committee and
another meeting planned Sept. 27 at the Univer·
sity of Texas campus. He said all TSA members
are invited to attend and give input.
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Publications
. Walsh moved to provide 600 additional copies of
Charlie Loving's "My Mommy Was a Caver" for
sale. TSA would provide $500 up front. Motion
was approved. Walsh said 300 copies would be
sold to Emily Davis Mobley's Speleobooks and
Bob & Bob.
V . New Business
Republic of Texas Spel. Ass.
Jay Jorden read a resolution establishing the
Republic of Texas Speleological Association, incorporating the old republic's traditional bound a ries ,
and annexing and repossessing New Mexico and
the Southwest Region, Oklahoma and the
Southern Plains Region, Colorado and Wyoming.
The resolution was approved unanimously. (see
related article).
Dog Registration Fee
It was moved and seconded that owners of dogs be
charged a $2 registration fee at TSA conventions
and TOTR.
Cave Rescue
It was moved and seconded that the new dog
registration fee be used for cave rescue expenses,
possibly including rescue stickers. Some wag
quipp ed , "Cave rescue has gone to the dogs ."
Texas Caver Editors
John Spence and Jay Jorden were reconfirmed as
T exas Caver co-editors. Rob Kolstad is Caver
managing editor .
VI. Elections
Andy Grubbs said he was stepping down as TSA
chairman , but expressed willingness to chair a
TSA conservation committee, which he said is
perceived as needed along with Walsh's committee
" because of urbanization of caves". Robert Green
so moved, the motion was seconded and carried.
Jord en volunteered as a committee member.
Mike Warton was elected chairman from a field of
two nominees. Brian Burton was elected vicechairman from a field of two candidates. Johanna
Reece, secretary-treasurer, expressed interest in
remaining in her position and was re-elected by
acclamation .
Jay Jorden was elected chairman of the Republic

of Texas Speleological Association .
VIT. Adjourned

New TSA Chairman
by Jay Jorden
Mike Warton, a geologist in LaGrange and the new
chairman of the Texas Speleological Association, says he
envisions making the TSA a stronger organization in
commg years.
"I'm inheriting a little bit of bureaucracy but it'3
necessary," Warton, last year's co-chairman and organizer of the 1985 TSA Convention at Inner Space Cavern,
said. "I'm just going to try to strengthen TSA with the
programs
that
we've
already
instituted,
the
organization . "
time
" The
for environmental
protection
has
never been better,
particularly in the
Austin area," he
"As
Bill
said .
Russell said, we
are running m
front
of
the
bulldozers. It's a
great thing we 're
doing with the
Texas Parks and
Wildlife
Department and we need
to cultivate that.
In addition , I'm
involved in a projec
0 preserve some sou
us m
caves and set up a public education facility on the property . And if we can establish that , that will be another
feather in the hat for TSA. Invariably, I'd like to get
TSA's help in the project and to support it."
Warton said the size of Texas necessitates a
stronger regional organization.
"vVe need more clout," he said.
Warton was Balcones Grotto president for two
years and served as an officer for other grottos in other
states, including Mississippi. He was also a member of
the old 10-G Grotto in the Permian Basin .
"I think the Old Timers would like to see some new
blood and some new input, but not tremendous longevity," he said. " I think tremendous longevity keeps the
same people doing the same things, and becomes a routine thing . People like to see new things every few years
- major , creative things - introduced. And by having a
term extended no more than three or four years, you
could keep a lot of strong activities, new ideas come in."
Outgoing TSA Chairman Andy Grubbs of San Marcos said gaining nonprofit status for the organization ,
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with the help of new TSA Vice-Chairman Brian Burton,
was one of the highlights of his two- year tenure.
"It was fun while it lasted. We got you guys to continue the Texas Caver," said Grubbs of his terms. " ...
We also got dog registration for Old Timers and other
TSA activities."
Grubbs said that he would now have more time for
big, borehole Mexican caving.
"Huautla is all I can say," he said. "H-u-a-u-t-l-a!"

Speleolympics Prizes
edited by Jay Jorden
Paul Fambro again grabbed the fastest time in the
30-meter climbing competition at the Eighth Annual
Texas Old Timers Reunion at Texas Canoe Trails in
New Braunfels. Fambro was clocked at 36.9 seconds.
Twenty cavers participated in the 1985 Texas Vertical
Competition .
On his climbing team was Lynne Thompson, who
received first place in the women's division of the 30meter climb . Her time was 56.5 seconds.
The pair received a joint prize of 250 feet of PMI
rope and hats from Pigeon Mountain Industries Inc.
"I would like you all to know that there were some
people who are really instrumental in these awards,"
said Lynne. "I would like to thank Terri Sprouse, Patty
Mothes, and Barbara Vinson."
The second-place recipient in the men's division was
Peter Sprouse, with 41 seconds. He received a carabiner
from TOTR and hat from PM!. Taking third was
George Love, 45.5, for a T-shirt from Gill Ediger and a
hat from PM!.
In the women's division, Sara Gayle was second
with one minute, 5.9 seconds. Third was Michelle Zybert,
with one minute, 8.2 seconds.
Sara won a carabiner from TOTR while Michelle
got a calendar from Speleobooks. Both received hats
from PMI.
Chris Burnett was the wonner in the younger division with a 20-meter climb of 49 seconds. He won a bandana from Mike Walsh .
Ron Fieseler and Bill Elliott presented a special
award to Carl Kunath of San Angelo. He was presented
with an embossed 50th or "golden" anniversary card,
including a 50th anniversary china cup and saucer with
flowers "since paper is known to wear away".
"This is in typical caver fashion. We discovered this
in the past few weeks. We were discussing caver trivia in
Texas, and we discovered that there had been a grave
oversight about three years ago ," said Fieseler. "We
have with us tonight a caver who has probably been caving longer in Texas than anyone else here.
"We want to recognize this person tonight, and Bill
Elliott's gonna help me out on this. He will make the
presentation. Would you open the envelope please?" said
Fieseler.

Elliott quipped that he thought Kunath might be a
"surly old curmudgeon and stay in camp" but indeed
chose to be present for the award ceremony.
"We were researching the speleoliterature and came
up with this little tidbit of information that is poorly
known," said Fieseler. "But we feel like it desperately
needs to be recognized."
Elliott said that. quoted in Texas Showcase, on page
43, a passage about Cascade
Caverns near Boerne mentioned
Kunath. "For many years, the
cave was thought to end at an
area called the 'Diamond Ceiling'," Elliott quoted the article
as saying. "About 250 feet from
the bottom of the entrance. In
1932, however, cavers Frank
Nicholson and Carl Kunath
pushed through this area and
discovered the remainder of the
cave. "
This reading was accompanied by laughter from the
GIrl Kunath, 19ss
OTR audience.
Fieseler and Elliott read the inscription on the card:

"Well, it's certainly a touching moment," qui pped
Kunath in accepting the tongue-in-cheek gifts. "I only
wish that Frank were here to share this with me. Actually, he had very little to do with it. It was mostly at my
inspiration that the whole undertaking began, and I'm
finally glad to be acknowledged for this. I appreciate it
very much ."
In announcing Speleolympics awards, outgoing TSA
chairman Andy Grubbs said Gary Sansing was the lirstr
place winner in the men's division with 38.61 seconds, a
"scorching time."
Winning second place for a second year was Dwain
Whitis with 41.76; Wayne Bockelman was third with
43.16. In the women's division, Lynne Thompson was
first with 54.70; Donna Anderson of Fort Worth was
second, 59.12; and Laura Carbahall of San Marco:; was
third with 1 minute 15 seconds.
In the 14-years-and-under category, Allen Gle;1no n
of Plano won with 43 .96 seconds; Bryan Evans placed
with 48 seconds. In the COTA (cavers older than the
average) category, Fanette Begley of Nocona won and
Charlie Loving achieved an amazing 4 minutes 50
seconds.
Sansing won a Petzl hardhat . Mark Minton ti med
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the Speleolympics and Nancy Weaver kept the times.
In the cable-ladder climb, Andrew Davidson won
first place in the men's category with 19.66 seconds;
John Cradit of San Marcos, who helped run the event,
received second, with 20.15; Dwain Whitis, third, 20.70
seconds.
Patty Mothes won first place in the women's division with a climb with 24.21 seconds; Lynne Thompson,
second, 25 .06; Mary Standifer, third, 30.55.
Prizes were donated by Mike Walsh and Gill
Ediger .
Texas Caver Co-Editor John Spence won the
carbide-lamp changing contest with 31.46 seconds.
Second was John Brooks of Dallas with 32.91 seconds;
Jack Horton , third , 36 .70.
Texas Caver Managing Editor Rob Kolstad, who
ably emceed the beer chugging contest by keeping the
brew flowing and the banter rolling, announced Robert

Robert Green downed 20
ounces in 4.55 seconds
Green of San Marcos grabbed top honors with a 4.55second time in downing 20 ounces.
John Reaves was second with 6.37 seconds; Joe
Muston, third, 5.10 seconds; and honorable mention, Joe
Collins of San Antonio, 9.33 seconds.
"We figured that they talked about him so much
that he deserved something," said Grubbs.
Caver Co-Editor Jay Jorden trailed with a 10sec0nd time.
In the women's division, Blair Stone won first with
15.44 seconds, placing for the second year; Rosemary
Kristofferson, second, 33.89; and Katy Monahan, third,
37.07.

Green received a T-shirt from Ediger. Reaves and
Ms. Blair received hats. Muston, Collins and other
winners got scarves.
Bowline-tying competition saw Ms. Standifer receiving fi rst place in the women's division with .87 second.
Ms. Thompson was second with .95 second. Both
received hats. Third was Astrid Jeffries with 1.08.
In the men's division, Jon Cradit won first with .84
second; Wayne . Bockelman, second, .99; and George
Love, third , 1.17 .
A massive amount of door prizes was awarded.
Prizes were donated by various grottos, of which the
Dall as-Fort Worth and San Antonio area grottos, including Bexar, was a partial list. Vendors also donated
prizes.

Parks and Wildlife Committee
by Jay R. Jorden
A cooperative effort between Texas cavers and the
state Parks and Wildlife Department will result in a
statewide cave management plan for about 100 caves

within the parks system, following approval of the objectives at .the TSA Board of Governors meeting.
"We want to have some kind of input" to the parks
and wildlife department, Walsh said.
The board of governors at the Georgetown convention "authorized us to create a committee, and then we
went and talked to the parks service people, and it turns
out that they were very excited about us getting
involved with them. Things started happening very
quickly.
"They said they wanted to work with us very
closely," Walsh said.
"To make a long story short, there is a cave task
force in the parks department, which will be setting up
policy and working out a lot of stuff. They have invited
us to be on the task force and work with us on everything as the TSA committee.
"I would like to spend the next two to three years
dedicating most of my caving activity working with this
committee," Walsh said. "That's one reason I gave up
the Old Timers, to put full- time into this. Most of their
meetings are during the week when they have their staff
there. I'm availabl~ to meet with them during the middle
of the week."
The letter Walsh wrote stated:
Dear Mr. Travis:
The Texas Speleological Association would
like to commend the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department for their recent purchase of Gorman
Falls Cave and Devil's Sinkhole. The TSA is a
statewide organization of cave explorers set up in
the early 1950s as the Texas Region of the
National Speleological Society (NSS), a nationally
recognized, tax exempt organization that now has
over 6,000 members.
The mail goals of both organizations include
the exploration, study and conservation of caves.
Our expertise is many-faceted. It includes underground surveying, biological investigation, geology, groundwater assessment, air quality assessment, general safety, visitor impact and management, public education and cave rescue when
necessary. Due to the delicate nature and ecological balance of cave environments, cavers have long
been in the forefront of conservation and preservation of natural resources. At the same time, we
strive to strike a reasonable recreational use balance: "take nothing but pictures, leave nothing
but footprints, kill nothing but time" is the motto
of the National Speleological Society.
We believe that the goals of the TSA are
compatible with the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department to inventory and protect natural
resources and to present them to the public in an
educational but yet useful form. We believe that
our experience can be a valuable aid to your
department in preparing a master plan, and that
our input will not only make your job easier, but
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also contribute to a more meaningful parks system
for the general public.
The Texas Speleological Association would
like to officially offer our cooperation to the Parks
and Wildlife Department on a long-term basis.
Toward these ends, we have created a TSA committee to give the park service information.
We hope to hear from you soon.
Sincerely,
Mike Walsh, TSA
He said that the TPWD wrote a letter back accepting the offer.
In response to a question by Tom Byrd of Austin,
Ron Ralph of TPWD said, "I think the way Parks and
Wildlife sees it, you are recognized as an interest group
with scientific expertise. So we'd like to get the scientific
data, but at the same time, fill some kind of a common
ground where cavers and park people can work together
toward a policy that parks will use for the caving. So it's
a little bit of both. Obviously, you're asserting your own
best interest when you talk about protecting ... caves. So
it's all held together."
Byrd said some groups are special-interest groups.
"Parks and Wildlife is a political animal," said

"We're actually sitting
with them, working with
them, in on a lot of decisions. "
Ralph. "They consult with all interested parties, regardless of what side of the fence they're on."
William Russell said he thought it might be best if
a committee draw up a plan for what TSA wants for
each cave, thus representing the group's "special
in terests. "
"We're more or less providing a statement, in other
words, justifying that the recreational uses in a cave can
be good and beneficial, for everyone, does not damage
the cave, promotes a conservation awareness of the
environment, and whatever else we want it to do,"
Russell said. "What we want is a powerful statement
saying what the TSA wants .. .. "
Walsh said that the liaison between TSA and
TPWD is very unique "because here, we're actually sitting down in a room with them, working with them, not
as an outside group, but more or less in on a lot of the
decisions. They'll make the final decision , of course, but
it is not an adversarial situation at all.
"The TSA will have one of our people there. The
parks service will have one of their members - Ron
Ralph, Orion Knox - these are parks service people, and
a couple of others. So it is really an excellent situation."
Jay Jorden said that a draft Memorandum of
Understanding had been drafted to identify the shared
concerns of both organizations in terms of cave conservation and management.

Russell said documentation of the TSA statement
with "good, hard facts" is needed.
"What Texas Parks and Wildlife envisions is two
hands," said Ron Ralph. "One hand is stroking your
own back and helping you people get into the caves in
the state parks. But the most important thing, as far as
I'm concerned, is the scientific advisory [capacity], something the Parks and Wildlife Deparment can't do. We
don't have the tools or the expertise to map cavessomething as basic as that. We can't do air quality,
water quality in a cave. We can't do hydrologic studies.
"The thing is that I know the master plan, that is
the official parks and wildlife document on how each
individual property will be run forever has a tremendous
amount of weight," Ralph continued. "If it's in there
and it says that it will be cared for, it will be cared for ,
If it's not in there, it will probably be ignored. So I think
the master planning process, which is probably 50 percent of what can be had in here, is very important and
should not be discounted in any way ."
Walsh said that all TSA members are encouraged to
give input to the parks and wildlife planning process,
"We want you to come and help out if you are
interested," he said. "The committee meetings are completely open to everybody. We will have various individuals working on different interest areas."
He said he would meet with parks service personnel
once each month or so at TPWD headquarters in Austin,
"Ron suggested that what we want to do is to draw
up a list of all these tasks that need to be done all over
the state," he said . "For example, in Honey Creek
Preserve, two caves are filled with trash . The trash needs
to be removed . There's probably 100 caves that need to
be surveyed .... "
Walsh said the TPWD owns at least that many
caves.
"There'll be a lot of opportunity for you Lo get
involved in caving, there will be opportunity to get
involved in planning and everything right on down the
line," he said. "The importance of this is tremendous,
This may turn out to be one of the most important,
things TSA has gotten involved in . We are helping t<>
develop a real , overall, complete cave management plan.

"
Walsh said that, because of divergent views a.mong
cavers on how cave should be managed, all views are
welcome. "We're not closing anybody out on anything,"
he said.
Walsh said that Mike Herring, director of the cave
task force for TPWD , invited the TSA to advise the
agency on cave acquisition . Walsh said the invitation
would be accepted .
"There is a possibility that they may be buying
more caves in the future that need to be protected for
some reason or another," he said. "This again is another
touchy question, but we will be able to advise them as
opposed to sitting back and saying, 'Oh, they bought
this cave. '"
Rule-drafting will be one of the committee's Lasks,
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Walsh said.
"We have a good chance of helping to set up the
rules by which we get access to these caves," said Walsh.
"There are rules on getting into any state park. So we
will have input in setting up the rules for caving or
scientific work there, which will make it easier for us to
get .In . "

He said that the TPWD purchased 1,500 acres
including Devil's Sinkhole, but the landowners on both
sides have restricted access through their property to
state personnel only . He said a road has not been built
across the undeveloped park land to a highway so access
is currently difficult.
The private landowners "don't want the public
dri ving back and forth," he said . "So when the park service puts a road out to the highway, then we'll have

public access. But basically, what that means is that we
can't go out to the Devil's Sinkhole for awhile."
Ralph encouraged cavers to write TPWD with their
concerns.
"At any point, you're welcome to write to Texas
Parks and Wildlife and express your opinion, pro or con,
about anything having to do with the parks system,
which includes of course caves," he said. "If you have
something on your mind, or you think all caves on state
lands should be wide open to the general public to do
with as they please, you need to write that to the executive director and say so. If on the other hand, you're a
total conservationist and think all caves should be gated
so that no one can go into them, you need to state that.
It's only by having this flow that the parks system can
make an intelligent decision, good choices."

PAPALOTE PIT
VAL VERDE COUNTY, TEXAS
SUUNTOS AND TAPE SURVEY
MAY 26,1985
RONALD FIESELER DALE PATE
ERIKA HEINEN
WILLIAM RUSSELL
MARTHA MEACHAM
DRAFTED BY DALE L. PATE
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Caving in the Langtry Area
by Dale Pate

On the far end, the floor sloped downward to a dirt
filled area. With a little digging, William was able t~
open this up and squeezed through to a low-ceilinged
crawlway that filled with dirt in two directions. Back
below the entrance, a crawlway headed south that was
investigated by Ronnie and Erika. It continued too small
to crawl through without first modifying the passage
some. A collection of insects were made and the cave was
mapped also. The cave was named Papalote Pit after a
nearby windmill and stock tank.
Upon returning to Austin, it was discovered that
James Reddell had visited the entrance to this cave and
another small cave that was nearby. he hadn't entered
either one.
Monday, May 28, several people helped finish haul·
ing diving gear out of Emerald Sink and others headed
back to their prospective homes.
Editors' Note: Dale Pate's map appears on page
105.

Numerous cavers from San Antonio, San Marcos
and Austin arrived at the campsite near Big Tree Cave
(Langtry Lead Cave) on Friday night, May 25, 1985 .
Numerous objectives were planned, so this is only an
accounting for the projects I was involved in with a
quick review of several of the other things that were
going on. One of the objectives of this trip was the diving of the sump in emerald Sink. Austrid Jefferies and
Jim Bowden were able to dive this sump on two separate
days thanks to the help of a number of people who
hauled tanks up and down the drops. They succeeded in
extending the depth of the cave, but at this time I don't
know by what amount.
Saturday morning, May 26, was one of general confusion . A little excitement was generated when a small
rattlesnake was scared up out of the rocks close to camp.
In spite of this, we managed to get going and a number
of us arrived at Fisher's Fissure. Normally dry, the area
had received rain the day before and the arroyo was
Kentucky Caving
flowing. Five of us had planned on mapping in Fisher's
by Dale Pate
Fissure, but before we entered, William Russell first
scouted above the cliffs to the west and located
Destination: NSS 1985 Convention; Frankfort, Ky.
Gardner's Fall Pit. Erika Heinen, Martha Meacham,
Dates: June 21-July 1, 1985
Mary Standifer and myself, along r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Personnel: Erika Heinen, Dale Pate
with William, then entered the
smaller of the two entrances and
Our main goal for the trip was
began the survey of the upper porthe NSS Convention in Fran kfort,
tions of Fisher's Fissure.
Ky ., where we arrived at the
A small stream was found to be
Elkhorn Campgrounds outside of
flowing in these upper portions,
the city on the afternoon of Sunday,
presumably draining out of the
June 23 . That morning, we had
flowing arroyo and heading down to
stopped at Mammoth Cave National
the local water table .
Park and taken the Historic
The following day, Sunday,
Entrance tour. The large trunk pasMay 27 , found Ronnie Fieseler, Wilsage accessed from this entrance was
liam, Erika, Martha and myself
very impressive and beautiful. The
returning to Fisher's Fissure to take
walking the tour provided was also
some photographs. The water in the
a welcome relief from the numeroUs
arroyo had stopped flowing and the
hors of riding from Texas in my
small stream in the cave was barely
truck .
The campground for th e con'
trickling. Upon leaving Fisher's Fissure, the next objective was to map
vention filled up fast, butas usual,
a new cave that had been shown to
Pete Strickland had picked a good
Ronnie the day before by the ranch
ErIk& Heinen nppel1lng Into FIBber'. c..ve (pboto by Dale
spot for Groad Hollow . Talks and
owner. The cave entrance was 1 1-...CI'&te-'--'-')'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- l sessions began on Monday. The
meter in diameter and dropped down a series of ledges
following day, Tuesday, June 25 , we were invited on a
trip to Sloan's Valley Cave which is located in Pulaski
for 8 meters into a small room 6 meters by 8 meters.
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County . Along on the trip was Don Coons, Cinde Walck,
Ocampo, Tam., Mexico, including Sotano de Vasquez,
Pat Kambesis, Erika and myself, along with two local
Sotano del Arroyo and Sotano de las Golondrinas
Kentucky cavers. Unfortunately, I don't remember their
Personnel: Mike Warton , Frank Maloney
names, but we certainly appreciated the time they took
Dates: May 24-31, 1985
to show us the cave.
We entered through the Post Office Entrance (this
May 24: Frank and I headed south to investigate
cave has 16 entrances) which began as a 6-meter deep
topographic features in the Sierra la Argentina, approximately 15 km west of Cd. Ocampo, Tamp. We began
slick chimney . Immediately, the passage became small,
our stay with a short trip to Sotano de Vasquez where
but after only a short distance of crawling the cave
brok e out in large, walking passage. We . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , we camped our first night.
firs~ took a look at a nice, elliptical tube
May 25: We traveled to the small
with some formations. We stopped at
village of Gallitos, traveling a new road
th e point where the ceiling lowered and
through the range not shown on our
con tin ued as the Eternal Crawlway .
map . Enroute, we located a small 30 m
Su Pcosedly, this has been pushed for a
pit in the midst of road construction.
On top of the range, we found several
mile and still continues in the same
small pits in the area of a commercial
fash ion . Turning back, we looked next
at a very impressive room named the
road construction marker . The deepest
Big Roo m Annex . It was at this point
of
these
was
Sotanito
de
los
that 1 was beginning to think that KenMonumento, an attractive 40 m shaft.
tuck y caves held great promise for big
The remainder of the day was spent
cave:). From here, we located a balcony
checking doline features. We camped for
that looked out into the Big Room . All
the night just above the village of Gallitos .
we saw was darkness . Here our party
spli t, up and all eventually made it out
May 26: We secured permiso to
of the cave.
visit caves from the local jefe of Gallitos
Our next caving trip occurred on
and arranged for a guide. The first cave
Satv ·..-l ay, June 29, when 13 cavers renwas a small formation cave 1 km up the
dezvc'ilsed at the Roppel Cave field
mountainside south of town. Then, we
house. Roppel had been surveyed for 78
hiked back to town and departed for a
kilometers before its connection to the
second cave. The second, Cueva ColFlinL-ldammoth System. On the trip
manantial de Gallitos, turned out to be
a significant find . This nice resurgence
was Ron Simmons, Don Coons, Dave
Bu n n~ll, Don and Lisa Lucia, Jeb Blakecave lies 1 km west of town, 20 m above
ley , Pat Kambesis, Rick Rigg, Erika
Dale Pale In an upper levo!l crevice passage,
the valley floor. A 50 m long wash over
and myself, and three others whose
Flsher's (by ErIka Heinen)
talus leads up to a 5- by 100meter
nam e> escape me. We entered the cave through the
cliffside entrance. A 10 m high passage leads back to a
Weller entrance, which had been enlarged significantly
50 m high dome chamber. This well decorated passage
sin ce it was first opened, and, after a few ladder climbthen slopes down 20 m to a deep, clear sump suitable for
downs and a little crawling, we broke out into a crevice
scuba gear. A small colony of vampire bats was found
pass:1.ge that could be traversed on various levels and
above the pool area. A sizeable stream issues from below
the cave entrance.
had i1 winding steam far below us most of the time.
Aftei' getting out of this passage, we took a look at the
We found no way to follow it into the mountain.
However, further investigation might produce an
water passages that had eventually tied into Flintentrance. Most dolinal features of the areas we checked
Mammoth and then onward to Yahoo Avenue and a nice
stroll down this elliptical tube and a look at some nice
were found to have considerable clay buildup there by
blocking most of the pits, etc ., of the area. This was
formaLi ons. Once again, our group split up with several
photvgraphers taking pictures and the rest of us heading
suspected prior to our investigation.
on ou t.
May 27: We departed the area traveling further
The NSS Convention was very enjoyable, and Kensouth . We drove to Sotano del Arroyo and hauled ropes
tucky, both inside and outside, was a very enjoyable
and gear down to the cave before nightfall. We camped
place to be.
at Los Sabinas for the night.
May 28: We spent the day wet suiting through the
cave and shooting pictures. We stayed in Cd. Valles for
the night.
May 29: We drove south to Aquismon and secured
Trip Report
permiso to visit Hoya de Guagas, Sotano de Cepilla and
by Mike Warton
Sotano de las Golandrinas. We hiked to Guagas and
were caught in a heavy rainstorm. We looked at the
Destination: Cave hunting ill areas west of Cd .
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entrance and left. We drove on to Tamapatz. Access to
Cepilla was blocked by road sluffoffs. We drove fourwheel to Zopope over several other road sluffs. Hiked to
Golondrinas and spent the night with a Huasteca Indian
family near the pit. They fed us black beans, cabrito and
golondrinas! We dropped the pit the next morning and
hiked out.
May 30- 31: We drove home.

San Saba
by David Doolin
Destination: Yates Ranch, San Saba County, Texas
Personnel: Craig Dial, Dave Doolin, Sarah Gayle,
Kevin Green, Gina Richards
Date: October 28, 1984
Richard Rohwer and David Doolin located a small
cave entrance previously unreported, on the Yates Ranch
in San Saba County .
On Nov. 11, a party of five cavers visited this as-yet
unnamed cave. According to Robert Yates, the owner,
the cave had been entered once previously by some local
boys on a rope ladder. He did not remember if they had
found anything worthwhile.
The above- mentioned party of five was hoping to
find much large booty .
The entrance to Yates Evil Chimney lies 50 yards
south of the county road which, unnumbered, runs
through Yates Ranch. A small trash dump visible from
this road has filled up several little crevices and is spilling , rejected and dejected , onto the denuded karst
exposed at the head of a draw . On the southwest side of
the dump, an intricate rusting tangle of one-inch wire
rope and its housing lies on a giant plate of leftover
spaghetti; the rust a tarnish of molding tomato paste
and th e housing a misshapen meatball. Ten yards south
of this abominable pit of pasta, a shallow sink 10- by
10-feet square beacons from a clump on anemic-looking
bush es. At its bottom, a 3- by 3-foot hole peers into the
void : Ya tes Evil Chimney.
With a dull pop , my Premier hissed into life. Cave
Ho. I lowered myself into the hole, easing carefully by a
loose roc k hanging in the crevice which opened , just
below the entrance, to a length of 15 feet in front of me.
This crevice stayed two to three feet wide most of
the way down. A cool draft wafted up and out, indicating anoth er entranc e elsewhere. I peered up into expectant fac es following my descent.
" It 's real easy; no one should need a rope." Kevin ,
th en Craig, joined me on the bottom . Within minutes,
we three explored the small chamber and two crevices
that led off each end. No go. Further examination
revealed a four-inch high passage at floor level. Kevin
and I lay in the dirt and shined a bunch of light in it.
We were rewarded with a sharp blast of cool air. It just
look ed mighty low . Since the day was yet young, we

dug .
The dig went fairly easily, especially with the aid or
a Crawler to stir things up. Within 1 1/ 2 hours, we progressed six some odd feet and I squeezed through into
booty: a small room with passage going two ways,
upstream and downstream .
We promptly commenced the survey ("Survey as
you go"). I took the lead tape and notes; Kevin t,he
instruments . I set th e first station in th e little room,
Kevin pronounced my Suunto unreadable . I snatched it
away and held it to my eye, saying, "Here, look , Kevin;
do it like this." I shined my lamp brightly on the dial.
"This secks," I stated, peering into a yellowish haze or
condensation and cave mud. End of survey.
With booty on our minds, I slithered downstream'
Kevin and Craig crawled upstream. Within thirty feet:
my rapidly downcutting passage dived into a very small
tube. An alternate route on the left mud bank led bad
toward the entrance instead of around the constriction.
Returning to the fork, I slowly squeezed down th e twofoot-wide, one-foot high tube, digging the largest of the
stones and shards of broken glass as I went. After a right
angle dogleg to the right, then back left, I popped
through to a sit-up room .
Over a mud bank, through a curious circul ar hole,
cave continued one foot wid e and three fee t high.
Another 10 feet proved th e extent of th e passage, It
ended in a solid silt sump. No air mov ement. Finis,
With som e difficulty , I turned around and extri·
cated myself to tour the rest of the cav e. This upstream
branch is of much more comfortable dimen sions. Various
crawlways connect each other to small domes , one or
which drains the aforementioned dump. This is where
the air and much of the water comes from . Four of U5
enjoyed virgin cave , while Gina elected to enj oy the
warm Novemb er sunshine. We proclaimed the vent,ure a
minor success and departed for home.

Old Mul 'WIsdom and his TOTR Award
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Lloyd's Legacy
by Jay Jorden
Old Timers' '85, for yet another year, lived up to
its reputation as the mecca for the older (but hopefully
wiser) in Texas caving circles, with even room for
younger adventurers as well.
It's always a pleasant and refreshing - but not altogether unexpected - surprise to see that some things and people - don't change, at least all that much. The
addresses may vary a bit from year to year, but the
essence of the caver prevails.
Such is the case with Bob Lloyd of Tijuana, Mexico,
a transplant to south of the border from the Dallas-Fort
Worth Grotto. Lloyd is perhaps best known for unique,
yuppie caving vehicles. He finally got out from under a
Blazer and began driving a Ferrari. Once, he piloted a
biplane to a landing near a Texas Speleological Association convention, buzzing the site in his approach during
a talk by Bill Russell on Mexican cave leads.
Lloyd, as many know, also repaired Ferraris and
once owned a repair shop north of Dallas. A gifted
yarn-spinner, he was seen (and heard) regaling all who
would listen, including DFW types, about the good old
days in Justin, Texas, before the great fire. One vignette
concerned another ex-DFW caver, Bill Hinson, who chose
not to make it to TOTR and is rumored to be hiding out
somewhere in Colorado. Let's listen in as Lloyd, around
the embers of a campfire, recounts one of his run-ins
with Hinson:
" ... One weekend, everyone was at my shop working
on their vehicles. The whole place was filled with
Maseratis and Ferraris . Dr. Stafford had come out to
work on his Ferrari. Hinson was working on his
Maserati. My dentist was working on his Ferrari . I
wasn't going to do anything, but everybody was out
there saying, 'How do I turn this wrench, Bob? What do
I do here?' You know, I had to check everyone's project
to make sure it was moving along.
"And Hinson's gonna take his motor out, okay?
And I told him I had a strap I wrapped around . And he
gets everything wrapped around it, and I had a chain
hoist for it. So I'm going to go up to Ponder to eat, so I
showed him , 'Here's what you do, Bill .' So I go up to
Ponder and get some hamburgers, and I go back down.
And Hinson says, 'Hey, something's not working right.'
And I look and his whole Maserati is this high in the air
(gestures). Look! (Laughter) . He's standing in the engine
compartment going like this . (Gestures). If the strap cuts
loose, the car's gonna fall about two feet. (Laughter) . It's

really serious . My whole roof is bent down like this (gestures) . The building's buckling.
"And I get down there and look, and he's got the
strap wrapped around the frame of the car, along with
the engine. He's pulling the whole car up. He says, 'I

Bob Uayd

~

the '115 ~ICI (by JRJ)

know all the motor mount bolts are loose.' (Laughter).
He had big pry bars inside the hood, and he was going
like this. (Chortles, more laughter). I couldn't believe it
The damn thing was still in there . There's no way it's
going to come out. And he ruined my roof. My damn
door wouldn't close after that . There were oak beams up
there where he'd hoisted, and they were just craaackall broken."
But, true to his calling, Lloyd still works on Fer·
raris even now that his shop is history. But those days
will live on in the speleotales we will hear for years tQ
come.

Confessions of a Beer-Chugger

told to Jay Jorden and Rob Kolstaa

You know a real caver when you see one. You canl
hear massive speleotruck that once was an Army
half track, haul out the latest in vertical gear, tie a 25~
foot piece of PMI to the bumper and rappel in without
hesitation. When they smoke, they smoke Marlboros.
And their beer? It has to be stout, with a good heaa
and a great taste, and go down clean and ea:>Y' Re~
cavers keep their cerveza cold in Oztotl COOZles. An
they wouldn't be caught dead drinking light beer or,
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tleaven forbid, Colorado Koolaid .
CAVER, Tell me about it.
Robert Green of San Marcos knows . For the past
G R E EN, A Boater is the best peppermint Schnapps, and
,everal years, he has singlehandedly run (and won) the
you top it off with a good whiskey. A good Bourbon.
beer-chugging contest during Speleolympics at the Texas
And be really careful pouring it in in a Schapps glass. It
Old Ti mers Reunion. He won three years in a row . This
settles in right on top. And then you knock it down.
year, with the able assistance of Texa8 Gaver Managing
C AVER I Knock it down. Simple as that.
Editor Rob Kolstad, the suds flowed freely down more
G R E EN. It's as simple as that. And if you ever want a
th c~Jl 30 throats as cavers from across the Lone Star
floater, come on over and we'll give you a Boater.
State vied for beer-tossing honors by pouring 20 ounces
(Editor '8 Note : The experience is like a small blizzard in
of cold brew through their throats. But, true to his form,
a shot glass.)
Green won again with an astounding time of 4.55
C A V E R. How many times did you chug yesterday?
seconds.
G R E EN. Just twice. I only had to chug once, 'cause no
How does he do it?
one ever beat my time, but the second time, I didn't
"1 take big swallows," Green confided in an intereven beat my first time.
view with the Gaver the day after the competition. "I
CAVE R. Did you feel any effects?
take as many big gulps of beer as I can."
G R E EN: Yes, I felt very good effects . I felt very well by
C AVE R: 1 thought if you swal- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , the
time supper was being
served, and it worked out just
lowed, you lost. 1 thought you
were supposed to just lean back
excellent. 1 may just retire next
an d pour it down. (The writer
year and not do it anymore. I'm
p o~t.e d a 10-second time in the
tired of no competition. I want
co m~e tition.)
someone else to win it.
GR EE N: I've never seen anyCAVER. There's been quite a
body enter a beer-chugging concontroversy this year about the
test at t he T SA that t hey could
four-opportunity limit? Do you
open their esoph agus and pour
think it ought to be higher or
dowll 20 ounces of cold beer.
lower?
Maybe with one cup , but I've
GREEN. If anybody can drink
neV'~f seen anyone come and
four 20-0unce cups of beer,
compete in that contest by
they're man enough to drink ...
doi ng that. 1 just did it by tak1 mean, that should be the limit.
in g big, large swallows, and usuFour times. Somebody said
all y, it 's a huge amount of beer
three , but if for some reason , in
so ), Oll have to ... swallow .
a tie race , you've already done
CAVE R : Well , look , how long
three, then you're out, well,
hav e you been drinking beer?
Rober1 Green eoJoyInc'lUIR '86 (by JRJ)
then, that's no fun . You want to
G R EE ill : Since 1 was about 14 or 15.
be able to do it one more time .
C AV E R : And when did you perfect your techniques on
CAVER: Two was the number 1 heard.
beer-drinking?
G R E EN: Me and Darrell, last year, must have had
them . Just two tries? That's probably good enough . But
G R ':: E N: Green: Beer-chugging? Probably the first Old
the other way, then you get more drunk people and it 's
Ti m,;l's' t hat 1 won .... That was 1980 or 1981. 1 won
more fun that way. It started out really good this year
tim e years in a row and then Darrell Reese won last
and this is the only year it's worked out that well.
year . He beat me by two-hundredths of a second . 1 got
Because everybody got through and then we went and
second then. Sc ·1 got him back this year. 1 beat everyate.
body by almost a second . [Editor's Note: Actually, one
CAVE R: Do you make it a point of drinking anything
competitor was within 0 .10 seconds of Mr . Green .] I'm
bad.
the day before the contest?
G R E EN: Yes. Friday, 1 got good and soused and stayed
C A V E R : Did you practice?
up until 5 a.m . saunaing and everything else.
GR EE N : No , 1 didn't practice the entire year. 1 don't
C A V E R: Then you don't do anything special to
even hang out at the beer bars . Darrell hangs out at the
prepare?
Sh owdow n in San Marcos. 1 don 't even hang out at bars
G R E EN: No . A lot of these people are working up a
that muc h.
good sweat, and then they go out and enter the beerC A V E R : Do you have a six-pack in your refrigerator at
chugging contest, and then during the competition, they
hom e right now?
work up a sweat, too . Sometimes, 1 won 't enter any of
G R E EN : Green: Generally speaking, 1 do, yes.
the other contests because 1 will get too tired or someCAVER : Then you do imbibe on a regular basis?
thing .. ... For one thing, it could be I'm too big a fat ,
GRE EN: 1 also partake of "floaters", which is ... catchlazy person to go through the other competitions.
Ing on; it's the new breakfast drink. Or any time of the
C A V E R. What motivated you to run the beer-chugging
day , ac tually .
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COLLINS: All right? How ya doin'?
competition?
CAVE
R: Pretty good.
G R E EN: Oh, I've been doing that for about four years.
COLLINS: What's the name?
Mike Walsh put me in charge of that back when he was
CAVER: I'm Jay. I'm the guy ...
trying to give people jobs, and I said, "Sure, I'll run it."
COLLINS: Jay? All right!. Jay! Hey, how's everything
And I timed people and everything. But this year , Rob
comin'? Well, we're coming up to the beer spigot here,
helped me out a lot because he was a good, consistent
right?
timer and he kept everybody humored. It was a great
contest, it was one of our , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , CAVER: Well , when did you
get into beer-drinking, any.
better contests, I would say .
way? Remember?
C A V E R : What are you going
CAVE R: (Pours beer) . Oh,
to do next year to make it
man , that's good enough.
better?
Whoops! (Suds overflow from
G R E EN: Maybe we'll do it
cup) .
blindfolded . I don't know .
CAVE R: When did you get
We 'll see . We may add a
twist to it, or we may do it
into
beer
drin king!
Remember?
on one leg. Who knows? Do a
COLLINS: What's
floater afterwards. We might
your
go down to 16 ounces, but I
name? Hey! My name's Joe.
Joe Collins.
think 20 ounces is a good ,
round number. It's a little
C A V E R, What did you place
sporting. And we had some
III
the beer chug? You
remember?
femal es compete. I think we
had a pretty good turnout
COLLINS: Gawd,
I don't
with females . I'd like to see a
know. Lemme tell you what. I
lot more of them enter,
was the best contestant all
though , because it's so easy to
the way . You know? I'm
get first, second and third
gonna tell you the truth.
place.
They used me as a kin d of a
C A V E R: What do you think
g.d . instrumental son-of-a·
about a wet T-shirt contest
*****. Let me t ell you. I'm
with beer?
the kind of a person who's
GREEN: Oh ,
sure,
man.
there every year . You know,
Let 's have it. You 'd have a
every g.d . year , through thick
A beer-drinker·. beer-drinker. Joe O>lIlns closes hls eyes to oooceotrale 00 qu&fflng
lot of caver women entering . L....::aD:.:o....:th:.:er....:bc:..rew:........ca.t....:T=-O:;.:1R:.::..:.-.·SS::.::....c(b:.::.y-c-JRJ'-'::.!...l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---' and thin . I'm there , every g.d.
Wh en you drink beer, though , you drink beer . I guess
year.
CAVER: I've got you .
you could chase it down with a shot of Tequila. I like to
take a shot of Tequila, with a little lime, and chase it
COLLINS: They say, "Well , Joe is the g.d . average."
with a beer. That's a lot of fun. But don't make me
Let's put the g.d . av erage on the son-of-a-**** *** and
sound lik e an alcoholic .
let's get right with it. You know? All right! That 's what
CAVER: Well , thank you , Robert , for the interview. Let
I did . That's all I did .
me ask you this: do you ever worry about your brain
cells?
G R E EN: If I worried about 'em , I wouldn't have them
anyw ay.

Editor's Note: The evening after the competition, Joe
Collins of San Antonio, who plac ed a strong fourth plac e
and who became the man to beat, gave his thoughts on
brew.
C A V E R: What does beer-drinking mean to you , son?
COLLINS: I'm gonna t ell you what, don't show down
th er e about the damn beer-drinkin ' ...
CAVER: All right . W ell, t ell me about the beerdrinkin ' .
COLLINS: All right . You 've gotta be a special person.
All right? Then you come up here and drink a few cool
on es. So let me tell you about the beer-drinkin' ...
CAVER: All right.
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Part of the future of Texas caving was molded in
New Braunfels as the TSA took two historic steps to
enhance its status as a force for cave conservation.
In the first, TSA members at the Board of Governors meeting on the last day of the TOTR '85 voted to
cooperate with the state Parks and Wildlife Department
in creating a management plan for caves on state lands.
Additionally, the TSA was on the threshold of
documenting its not-for-profit status to the Internal
Revenue Service.
Both decisions are important to TSA, but in
different ways. The organization's forward thinking in
the first vote could form the nucleus for saving many
Texas caves for future generations.
The second clears the way for charitable donations
of funds and properties to TSA. Going full circle, the
development could provide another vehicle for saving
caves. As one additional benefit, TSA grottos will have
the opportunity to participate in reduced-cost mailing
for newsletters.
Mike Walsh, who spearheaded the establishment of
liaison with TPWD, and Brian Burton, new TSA vicechairman who willingly undertook the task of gaining
nonprofit status, are to be commended for jobs welldone. Their selflessness will certainly benefit TSA
mem bers for years to come.

by new environmental concerns. The Austin area continues to grow at a high rate factor of 4 percent annually,
consistent since 1978. Mter attending a four-hour-Iong
Austin Transportation Hearing on Sept. 4, 1985, I
learned of a $6 billion highway system designed for Austin; more than 50 percent of this system would be constructed over karst terrains. This construction will harm
karst and affect the Edwards Aquifer in unknown ways,
since no one really understands what the important
environmental factors are for aquifers.
My last few months have been filled with meetings
with developers, environmental attorneys, Municipal
Utility Districts, concerned neighborhood groups, and
other concerned cavers. Several caves have been saved
and, we hope to have a new cave preserve in South Austin soon.
I have also become involved in working with other
cavers in liaison with the Texas Parks and Wildlife
Department to help them in gathering information from
which they can design a cave management policy for
caves on State Lands. Bill Russell and Mike Walsh are
key people who know a lot about what needs to be done.
We need everyone's help and creative/collective input in
protecting and conserving caves.
These are the kinds of things that I will be working
for in the next year, along with trying to put together
more Central Texas cavers with independent West Texas
cavers to work on a lot of fruitful West Texas area projects.
Long Live the Republic of Texas!.

The Chair Squeaks

Unsung Heroes

III umination
by Jay Jorden

by Mike Warton

by Rob Kolstad & Jay Jorden

Although the '85 TOTR registration was down
from t.hat of '84, there were nearly twice as many
attending Sunday's Board of Governors meeting. Interest
is increasing in the business and mechanics of the TSA.
As I assume my new position "at the helm" of the
~SA, the direction in which to try to steer our organizatIOn has become more clear.
Texas caving has reached a very important time
~nd place. Now is the time for us to "get actively
Involved" in the protection of caves and sensitive caverelated areas. In its present condition, I view the TSA as
a w ell~constructed vessel containing a lot of talents and
eXpertIse which, with directed application, will undoubtledlv help build the TSA as a more influential entity.
Austin and San Antonio are areas adversely affected

Conventions require incredible amounts of concentrated work by dedicated committee members. Recent
TSA cave conventions are no exception as evidenced by
outstanding facilities, fine food, and smooth operation.
It is impossible to name all the people who contributed ideas, materials, and labor - but all are thanked.
We particularly thank Peter Strickland, designer
and builder of Texas's first A-I first-class community hot
tub. Peter not only builds and installs the hot tub, he
stokes it to perfection throughout each evening.
Peter also constructs saunas, slide screens, auditoriums, and campfires when he finishes providing electricity
for our sites.
Hats off to Peter for his continuing efforts for TSA!
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